
 
 

AP   Seminar   Summer   Reading   
Welcome   to   the   first   class   of   the   AP   Capstone   Program—AP   Seminar.    I   hope   you   are   excited   to   join   
me   on   this   learning   adventure.   In   the   AP   Seminar   course,   we   will   be   researching,   writing   and   
speaking   about   important   and   relevant   real-world   issues.     

In   order   to   be   successful   in   AP   Seminar,   you   should   do   two   things   over   the   summer:   expand   your   
grasp   of   local,   national,   and   international   current   events   and   increase   your   familiarity   with   nonfiction   
writing.   

● To   further   your   knowledge   of   current   events,   I   encourage   you   to    read   from   a   wide   range   of   
sources   of   information   about   current   events .   I   follow   a   number   of   reporters   and   
newspapers/magazines   on   Twitter   to   help   me   understand   the   world   and   read   news   stories   
from   several   major   outlets,   but   you   can   also   find   sources   in   other   ways.   However   you   find   your   
information,   notice   how   rarely   there   is   only   one   side   to   an   issue.   We’ll   discuss   that   idea   in   
depth   throughout   our   year   together.     

● To   increase   your   familiarity   with   nonfiction   writing,   your   summer   reading   assignment   is   to   
read   ONE   recent   work   of   nonfiction .   Choose   a   work   from   the   list   below   or   choose   a   work   
of   nonfiction   about   a   subject   that   interests   you.  

Your   Task   While   Reading:   
Do   a   close   reading   of   your   chosen   nonfiction   work .   A   close   reading   means   that   you   take   notes   
about   your   book   (on   the   text   if   it   is   your   personal   copy   or   on   sticky   notes,   if   it   is   a   borrowed   book).   
These   notes   should   include   what   surprises   you,   what   challenges   your   thinking,   and   what   you   need   to   
remember   after   you   finish   reading.   

Also   during   your   reading,   plan   to   stop   periodically   to   complete   a   reflection   about   what   you   have   just   
read.   You   should   divide   your   book   into   THREE   sections   so   you   will    write   THREE   reflections   
during   your   reading   and   a   FINAL   reflection   after   you   finish   your   reading .   You   can   either   
write   your   reflections   by   hand   or   on   a   Google   Doc.   You   may   join   the   Google   Classroom   page   for   next   
year’s   class   ( google.classroom.com    class   code    mao7jr5 )   to   submit   your   reflections   digitally.   

Each   reflection   should   be   somewhere   between   100   to   200   words   representing   your   thinking   about   the   
last   section   you   read.   Your   reflections   can   be   in   any   format—paragraph(s),   bulleted   list,   graphic   
organizer,   etc.   

These   reflections   will   be   of   great   assistance   for   the   first   assignment   of   the   year.   If   you   do   not   complete   
the   reading   over   the   summer,   you   will   need   to   read   a   book   during   the   first   three   weeks   of   school   to   
complete   the   assignment.   

You   can   find   copies   of   the   books   on   the   next   pages   at   the   local   library,   the   local   bookstore   or   online   
(for   purchase),   or   visit   Mr.   Flynn’s   room   (room   1514)   to   check   out   a   copy   for   the   summer.   

 

 



 

SUGGESTED   BOOK   CHOICES   

The   57   Bus    by   Dashka   Slater     
If   it   weren’t   for   the   57   bus,   Sasha   and   Richard   never   would   have   met.   Both   were   high   school   students   

from   Oakland,   California,   one   of   the   most   diverse   cities   in   the   country,   but   they   inhabited   different   
worlds.   Sasha,   a   white   teen,   lived   in   the   middle-class   foothills   and   attended   a   small   private   school.   
Richard,   a   black   teen,   lived   in   the   crime-plagued   flatlands   and   attended   a   large   public   one.   Each   
day,   their   paths   overlapped   for   a   mere   eight   minutes.   But   one   afternoon   on   the   bus   ride   home   
from   school,   a   single   reckless   act   left   Sasha   severely   burned,   and   Richard   charged   with   two   hate   
crimes   and   facing   life   imprisonment.   The   case   garnered   international   attention,   thrusting   both   
teenagers   into   the   spotlight.   

Being   Mortal:   Medicine   and   What   Matters   in   the   End    by   Atul   Gawande     
In    Being   Mortal ,   Atul   Gawande   tackles   the   hardest   challenge   of   his   profession:   how   medicine   can   
not   only   improve   life   but   also   the   process   of   its   ending.   Full   of   eye-opening   research   and   riveting   
storytelling,   this   book   asserts   that   medicine   can   comfort   and   enhance   our   experience   even   to   the   
end,   providing   not   only   a   good   life   but   also   a   good   end.   

Blink:   The   Power   of   Thinking   Without   Thinking    by   Malcolm   Gladwell   
Blink    is   a   book   about   how   we   think   without   thinking,   about   choices   that   seem   to   be   made   in   an   
instant-in   the   blink   of   an   eye-that   actually   aren't   as   simple   as   they   seem.   Why   are   some   people   
brilliant   decision   makers,   while   others   are   consistently   inept?   Why   do   some   people   follow   their   
instincts   and   win,   while   others   end   up   stumbling   into   error?   And   why   are   the   best   decisions   often   
those   that   are   impossible   to   explain   to   others?   

Born   a   Crime    by   Trevor   Noah   
Trevor   Noah’s   unlikely   path   from   apartheid   South   Africa   to   the   desk   of   The   Daily   Show   began   with   
a   criminal   act:   his   birth.   Trevor   was   born   to   a   white   Swiss   father   and   a   black   Xhosa   mother   at   a   
time   when   such   a   union   was   punishable   by   five   years   in   prison.    Born   a   Crime    is   the   story   of   a   
mischievous   young   boy   who   grows   into   a   restless   young   man   as   he   struggles   to   find   himself   in   a   
world   where   he   was   never   supposed   to   exist.   It   is   also   the   story   of   that   young   man’s   relationship   
with   his   fearless,   rebellious,   and   fervently   religious   mother—his   teammate,   a   woman   determined   
to   save   her   son   from   the   cycle   of   poverty,   violence,   and   abuse   that   would   ultimately   threaten   her   
own   life.   

Dead   Man   Walking    by   Helen   Prejean   
In   1982,   Sister   Helen   Prejean   became   the   spiritual   advisor   to   Patrick   Sonnier,   the   convicted   killer   
of   two   teenagers   who   was   sentenced   to   die   in   the   electric   chair   of   Louisiana’s   Angola   State   Prison.   
In   the   months   before   Sonnier’s   death,   the   Roman   Catholic   nun   came   to   know   a   man   who   was   as   
terrified   as   he   had   once   been   terrifying.   She   also   came   to   know   the   families   of   the   victims   and   the   
men   whose   job   it   was   to   execute—men   who   often   harbored   doubts   about   the   rightness   of   what   they   
were   doing.   

 
 
 



 

Drive:   The   Surprising   Truth   About   What   Motivates   Us    by   Daniel   Pink   
Most   people   believe   that   the   best   way   to   motivate   is   with   rewards   like   money—the   carrot-and-stick   
approach.   That's   a   mistake,   says   Daniel   H.   Pink.   In   this   provocative   and   persuasive   book,   he   
asserts   that   the   secret   to   high   performance   and   satisfaction-at   work,   at   school,   and   at   home—is   the   
deeply   human   need   to   direct   our   own   lives,   to   learn   and   create   new   things,   and   to   do   better   by   
ourselves   and   our   world.   

Evicted:   Poverty   and   Profit   in   the   American   City    by   Matthew   Desmond   
In    Evicted ,   Princeton   sociologist   Matthew   Desmond   follows   eight   families   in   Milwaukee   as   they   
struggle   to   keep   a   roof   over   their   heads.   The   book   transforms   our   understanding   of   poverty   and   
economic   exploitation   while   providing   fresh   ideas   for   solving   one   of   21st-century   America’s   most   
devastating   problems.   Its   unforgettable   scenes   of   hope   and   loss   remind   us   of   the   centrality   of   
home,   without   which   nothing   else   is   possible.   

Factfulness:   Ten   Reasons   We're   Wrong   About   the   World--and   Why   Things   Are   Better   Than   You   
Think    by   Hans   Rosling,   Anna   Rosling   Rönnlund,   and   Ola   Rosling   

It   turns   out   that   the   world,   for   all   its   imperfections,   is   in   a   much   better   state   than   we   might   think.   
That   doesn’t   mean   there   aren’t   real   concerns.   But   when   we   worry   about   everything   all   the   time   
instead   of   embracing   a   worldview   based   on   facts,   we   can   lose   our   ability   to   focus   on   the   things   that   
threaten   us   most.   Inspiring   and   revelatory,   filled   with   lively   anecdotes   and   moving   stories,   
Factfulness    is   an   urgent   and   essential   book   that   will   change   the   way   you   see   the   world   and   
empower   you   to   respond   to   the   crises   and   opportunities   of   the   future.   

Fast   Food   Nation:   The   Dark   Side   of   the   All-American   Meal    by   Eric   Schlosser   
Eric   Schlosser’s   exposé   revealed   how   the   fast   food   industry   has   altered   the   landscape   of   America,   
widened   the   gap   between   rich   and   poor,   fueled   an   epidemic   of   obesity,   and   transformed   food   
production   throughout   the   world.   The   book   changed   the   way   millions   of   people   think   about   what   
they   eat   and   helped   to   launch   today’s   food   movement.   

Freakonomics:   A   Rogue   Economist   Explores   the   Hidden   Side   of   Everything    by   Stephen   J.   Dubner   
and   Steven   Levitt   

Through   forceful   storytelling   and   wry   insight,   they   show   that   economics   is,   at   root,   the   study   of   
incentives—how   people   get   what   they   want   or   need,   especially   when   other   people   want   or   need   the   
same   thing.   

Gang   Leader   for   a   Day:   A   Rogue   Sociologist   Takes   to   the   Streets    by   Sudhir   Venkatesh   
From   a   privileged   position   of   unprecedented   access,   Venkatesh   observed   JT   and   the   rest   of   his   
gang   as   they   operated   their   crack-selling   business,   made   peace   with   their   neighbors,   evaded   the   
law,   and   rose   up   or   fell   within   the   ranks   of   the   gang’s   complex   hierarchical   structure.   Examining   
the   morally   ambiguous,   highly   intricate,   and   often   corrupt   struggle   to   survive   in   an   urban   war   
zone,   Gang   Leader   for   a   Day   also   tells   the   story   of   the   complicated   friendship   that   develops   
between   Venkatesh   and   JT—two   young   and   ambitious   men   a   universe   apart.   

 

 



 

How   to   Be   an   AntiRacist    by   Ibrim   X.   Kendi   
In    How   to   Be   an   Antiracist ,   Kendi   takes   readers   through   a   widening   circle   of   antiracist   
ideas—from   the   most   basic   concepts   to   visionary   possibilities—that   will   help   readers   see   all   forms   
of   racism   clearly,   understand   their   poisonous   consequences,   and   work   to   oppose   them   in   our  
systems   and   in   ourselves.   

I   Am   Malala    by   Malala   Yousafzai   &   Christina   Lamb   
I   am   Malala    is   the   remarkable   tale   of   a   family   uprooted   by   global   terrorism,   of   the   fight   for   girls'   
education,   of   a   father   who,   himself   a   school   owner,   championed   and   encouraged   his   daughter   to   
write   and   attend   school,   and   of   brave   parents   who   have   a   fierce   love   for   their   daughter   in   a   society   
that   prizes   sons.     

Just   Mercy:   A   Story   of   Justice   and   Redemption    by   Bryan   Stevenson   
Just   Mercy    is   at   once   an   unforgettable   account   of   an   idealistic,   gifted   young   lawyer’s   coming   of   
age,   a   moving   window   into   the   lives   of   those   he   has   defended,   and   an   inspiring   argument   for   
compassion   in   the   pursuit   of   true   justice.   

The   Men   We   Reaped    by   Jesmyn   Ward   
In   five   years,   Jesmyn   Ward   lost   five   young   men   in   her   life―to   drugs,   accidents,   suicide,   and   the   
bad   luck   that   can   follow   people   who   live   in   poverty,   particularly   black   men.   Dealing   with   these   
losses,   one   after   another,   made   Jesmyn   ask   the   question:   Why?   And   as   she   began   to   write   about   
the   experience   of   living   through   all   the   dying,   she   realized   the   truth―and   it   took   her   breath   away.   
Her   brother   and   her   friends   all   died   because   of   who   they   were   and   where   they   were   from,   because   
they   lived   with   a   history   of   racism   and   economic   struggle   that   fostered   drug   addiction   and   the   
dissolution   of   family   and   relationships.     

Mountains   Beyond   Mountains:   The   Quest   of   Dr.   Paul   Farmer,   a   Man   Who   Would   Cure   the   World    by   
Tracy   Kidder   

In   medical   school,   Paul   Farmer   found   his   life’s   calling:   to   cure   infectious   diseases   and   to   bring   the   
lifesaving   tools   of   modern   medicine   to   those   who   need   them   most.   Kidder’s   magnificent   account   
takes   us   from   Harvard   to   Haiti,   Peru,   Cuba,   and   Russia   as   Farmer   changes   minds   and   practices   
through   his   dedication   to   the   philosophy   that   “the   only   real   nation   is   humanity.”   At   the   heart   of   
this   book   is   the   example   of   a   life   based   on   hope   and   on   an   understanding   of   the   truth   of   the   
Haitian   proverb   “Beyond   mountains   there   are   mountains”–as   you   solve   one   problem,   another   
problem   presents   itself,   and   so   you   go   on   and   try   to   solve   that   one   too.   

Nickel   and   Dimed:   On   Not   Getting   By   in   America    by   Barbara   Ehrenreich   
Nickel   and   Dimed    reveals   low-rent   America   in   all   its   tenacity,   anxiety,   and   surprising   generosity   --   
a   land   of   Big   Boxes,   fast   food,   and   a   thousand   desperate   stratagems   for   survival.   Read   it   for   the   
smoldering   clarity   of   Ehrenreich's   perspective   and   for   a   rare   view   of   how   "prosperity"   looks   from   
the   bottom.   You   will   never   see   anything   --   from   a   motel   bathroom   to   a   restaurant   meal   --   in   quite   
the   same   way   again.   

 

 



 

On   Killing:   The   Psychological   Cost   of   Learning   to   Kill   in   War   and   Society    by   Dave   Grossman   
The   good   news   is   that   most   soldiers   are   loath   to   kill.   But   armies   have   developed   sophisticated   ways   
of   overcoming   this   instinctive   aversion.   And   contemporary   civilian   society,   particularly   the   media,   
replicates   the   army's   conditioning   techniques,   and,   according   to   Lt.   Col.   Dave   Grossman's   thesis,   is   
responsible   for   our   rising   rate   of   murder   among   the   young.   

On   Writing:   A   Memoir   of   the   Craft    by   Steven   King   
Part   memoir,   part   master   class   by   one   of   the   bestselling   authors   of   all   time,   this   superb   volume   is   a   
revealing   and   practical   view   of   the   writer’s   craft,   comprising   the   basic   tools   of   the   trade   every   
writer   must   have.   King’s   advice   is   grounded   in   his   vivid   memories   from   childhood   through   his   
emergence   as   a   writer,   from   his   struggling   early   career   to   his   widely   reported,   near-fatal   accident   
in   1999—and   how   the   inextricable   link   between   writing   and   living   spurred   his   recovery.     

The   Other   Wes   Moore:   One   Name,   Two   Faces    by   Wes   Moore   
Two   kids   named   Wes   Moore   were   born   blocks   apart   within   a   year   of   each   other.   Both   grew   up   
fatherless   in   similar   Baltimore   neighborhoods   and   had   difficult   childhoods;   both   hung   out   on   
street   corners   with   their   crews;   both   ran   into   trouble   with   the   police.   How,   then,   did   one   grow   up   
to   be   a   Rhodes   Scholar,   decorated   veteran,   White   House   Fellow,   and   business   leader,   while   the   
other   ended   up   a   convicted   murderer   serving   a   life   sentence?   

Quiet:   The   Power   of   Introverts   in   a   World   That   Can't   Stop   Talking    by   Susan   Cain     
In    Quiet ,   Susan   Cain   argues   that   we   dramatically   undervalue   introverts   and   shows   how   much   we   
lose   in   doing   so.   She   charts   the   rise   of   the   Extrovert   Ideal   throughout   the   twentieth   century   and   
explores   how   deeply   it   has   come   to   permeate   our   culture.   Passionately   argued,   superbly   
researched,   and   filled   with   indelible   stories   of   real   people,    Quiet    has   the   power   to   permanently   
change   how   we   see   introverts   and,   equally   important,   how   they   see   themselves.   

Reefer   Madness    by   Eric   Schlosser   
America’s   black   market   is   much   larger   than   we   realize,   and   it   affects   us   all   deeply,   whether   or   not   
we   smoke   pot,   rent   a   risqué   video,   or   pay   our   kids’   nannies   in   cash.   In   Reefer   Madness   the   
best-selling   author   of   Fast   Food   Nation   turns   his   exacting   eye   on   the   underbelly   of   the   American   
marketplace   and   its   far-reaching   influence   on   our   society.   Exposing   three   American   mainstays   —   
pot,   porn,   and   illegal   immigrants   —   Eric   Schlosser   shows   how   the   black   market   has   burgeoned   
over   the   past   several   decades.     

Silent   Spring    by   Rachel   Carson   
Silent   Spring ,    Rachel   Carson’s   alarm,   touched   off   a   national   debate   on   the   use   of   chemical   
pesticides,   the   responsibility   of   science,   and   the   limits   of   technological   progress.   When   Carson   
died   barely   eighteen   months   later   in   the   spring   of   1964,   at   the   age   of   fifty-six,   she   had   set   in   
motion   a   course   of   events   that   would   result   in   a   ban   on   the   domestic   production   of   DDT   and   the   
creation   of   a   grass-roots   movement   demanding   protection   of   the   environment   through   state   and   
federal   regulation.     

 



 

So   You   Want   to   Talk   About   Race    by   Ijeoma   Oluo   
In    So   You   Want   to   Talk   About   Race ,   Ijeoma   Oluo   guides   readers   of   all   races   through   subjects   
ranging   from   intersectionality   and   affirmative   action   to   "model   minorities"   in   an   attempt   to   make   
the   seemingly   impossible   possible:   honest   conversations   about   race   and   racism,   and   how   they   
infect   almost   every   aspect   of   American   life.   

Stamped:   Racism,   Antiracism,   and   You:   A   Remix   of   the   National   Book   Award-winning   Stamped   
from   the   Beginning    by   Jason   Reynolds   and   Ibrim   X.   Kendi   

This   remarkable   reimagining   of   Dr.   Ibram   X.   Kendi's   National   Book   Award-winning    Stamped   
from   the   Beginning    reveals   the   history   of   racist   ideas   in   America,   and   inspires   hope   for   an   
antiracist   future.   It   takes   you   on   a   race   journey   from   then   to   now,   shows   you   why   we   feel   how   we   
feel,   and   why   the   poison   of   racism   lingers.   It   also   proves   that   while   racist   ideas   have   always   been   
easy   to   fabricate   and   distribute,   they   can   also   be   discredited.     

The   Sun   Does   Shine    by   Anthony   Ray   Hinton   
In   1985,   Anthony   Ray   Hinton   was   arrested   and   charged   with   two   counts   of   capital   murder   in   
Alabama.   Stunned,   confused,   and   only   twenty–nine   years   old,   Hinton   knew   that   it   was   a   case   of   
mistaken   identity   and   believed   that   the   truth   would   prove   his   innocence.   But   with   no   money   and   a   
different   system   of   justice   for   a   poor   black   man   in   the   South,   Hinton   was   sentenced   to   death   by   
electrocution.   For   the   next   twenty–seven   years   he   was   a   beacon―transforming   not   only   his   own   
spirit,   but   those   of   his   fellow   inmates,   fifty–four   of   whom   were   executed   mere   feet   from   his   cell.   
With   the   help   of   civil   rights   attorney   and   bestselling   author   of    Just   Mercy ,   Bryan   Stevenson,   
Hinton   won   his   release   in   2015.   

Talking   to   Strangers:   What   We   Should   Know   about   the   People   We   Don't   Know    by   Malcolm   Gladwell   
Something   is   very   wrong,   Gladwell   argues,   with   the   tools   and   strategies   we   use   to   make   sense   of   
people   we   don't   know.   And   because   we   don't   know   how   to   talk   to   strangers,   we   are   inviting   conflict   
and   misunderstanding   in   ways   that   have   a   profound   effect   on   our   lives   and   our   world.     (I   would   
recommend   you   listen   to   the   audiobook   of   this.   Well   worth   it.)   

White   Fragility:   Why   It's   So   Hard   for   White   People   to   Talk   About   Racism    by   Robin   DiAngelo   
White   fragility   is   characterized   by   emotions   such   as   anger,   fear,   and   guilt,   and   by   behaviors   
including   argumentation   and   silence.   These   behaviors,   in   turn,   function   to   reinstate   white   racial   
equilibrium   and   prevent   any   meaningful   cross-racial   dialogue.   In   this   in-depth   exploration,   
DiAngelo   examines   how   white   fragility   develops,   how   it   protects   racial   inequality,   and   what   we   can   
do   to   engage   more   constructively.   

What   the   Eyes   Don't   See:   A   Story   of   Crisis,   Resistance,   and   Hope   in   an   American   City    by   Mona   
Hanna-Attisha   

Here   is   the   inspiring   story   of   how   Dr.   Mona   Hanna-Attisha,   alongside   a   team   of   researchers,   
parents,   friends,   and   community   leaders,   discovered   that   the   children   of   Flint,   Michigan,   were   
being   exposed   to   lead   in   their   tap   water—and   then   battled   her   own   government   and   a   brutal   
backlash   to   expose   that   truth   to   the   world.   Paced   like   a   scientific   thriller,    What   the   Eyes   Don’t   See   
reveals   how   misguided   austerity   policies,   broken   democracy,   and   callous   bureaucratic   indifference   
placed   an   entire   city   at   risk.   


